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SOLE MATE
THERAPEUTIC HOOF PACK

HOOF CARE

Painful or sensitive hooves after trimming or training on a hard surface? Or do you have a senior horse who is 
always a little bit sensitive at the hooves? Moving stays fun thanks to Cavalor® SoleMate, a paste you put on the 
bottom of the horse’s feet. It functions as a cushion while also soothing the pain.  

NO HOOF, NO HORSE

Hoof trauma, bruises, abscesses, thin soles, white line disease, training on a hard surface or a more intensive workout, … 
There are many cases which cause sore feet. 

Cavalor® SoleMate is developed to provide natural care and prevention of hoof trauma. The paste effectively reduces 
inflammation and relieves pain.  
Cavalor® SoleMate has been specially designed for use on the frog and sole after hard work, training sessions or on the day 
before or during periods of major physical effort, such as competitions.

Epsom salts will have a pain-relieving effect, while Arnica will have the desired effect to draw out inflammation throughout 
the frog and sole. 
Iodine is added as a broad-spectrum antibiotic, and the use of Pine Tar in Cavalor® SoleMate will help to maintain the right 
moisture balance in the hoof.  

A thermographic image of a horse in training shows us increased thermal 
gradients in large sections of the tissue. We treated the horse with Cavalor® 

SoleMate once a day for three days and obtained a totally different image. The 
tissue displayed at least a 70% lower thermal gradient
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PRODUCT FOR EXTERNAL HORSE CARE

DESCRIPTION: Brown Paste

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

Apply Cavalor® PodoSens twice daily to the coronet and/or the sole. 
Use until symptoms disappear.

1. Clean the hoof

2. Apply Cavalor® SoleMate on the dry hoof with wet hands

3. Use a sufficient amount to completely cover sole and frog 

4. Cover the hoof pack with wood shavings or paper 

5. You can wrap the hoof at the end, but this is optional

Caution: for external use only.

PACKAGING AND STORAGE:

Store in a dry, cool place between 10 - 25 � C.

Keep out of reach of children.

Product expires 12 months after opening.

EANCODE PACKAGING

Item No:  82990917 
Cavalor® Sole Mate 
1.6 kg / 3,5 lb. Jar5425016902042


